Department of Campus Activities

Policy 2: Noise Amplification

Guidelines

a. In an effort to not disrupt academic learning, no sound amplification may be used on the University Center’s Lawn or Central Plaza before 4:00pm, Monday-Friday.
b. If a group or organization is holding an event on the University Center’s Lawn or Central Plaza before 4:00pm Monday-Friday and the group is creating excessive noise, the group may be asked to lower the volume or relocate their event.
c. Between the hours of 4:00pm-11:00pm Monday-Friday, sound amplification may be used on the UC Lawn or Central Plaza if volume is kept at a reasonable level as determined by Campus Activities staff.
d. Sound amplification may be used on the UC Lawn or Central Plaza Saturday-Sunday if volume is kept at a reasonable level as determined by Campus Activities staff.
e. In accordance with the Jackson County Noise Ordinance, noise/sound will be kept at a reasonable sound level starting at 11:00pm for both indoor and outdoor spaces seven days a week.
f. Sound amplification may be used within the University Center so long as it does not interfere with other events in the building and is kept at a reasonable level as determined by the Campus Activities staff.